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NASHVILLE PUSSY: Four-Song DVD Preview Available - Sep. 26,
2008

A four-song preview of the forthcoming NASHVILLE PUSSY DVD, "Live!
In Hollywood", is available below (courtesy of Woozyfly.com). Due on
September 30 via MVD Visual, the disc features "NASHVILLE PUSSY
rifling through 19 blistering songs at the Key Club in Hollywood. Blaine
Cartwright, Ruyter Suys, Jeremy Thompson, and newcomer Karen
Cuda give the crowd exactly what they want and more. All your favorite
tracks are here, plus a bonus feature entitled 'Pussy Home Movies' has
been added. So sit back, grab your bottle of whatever, and let the pussy
do the work!"

For more information, go to this location.

NASHVILLE  PUSSY's  latest  album,  "Get  Some",  was  released  in
September 2005 via SPV Records. The CD was produced by Daniel Rey
(RAMONES) and mixed by Glen Robinson (VOIVOD, ANNIHILATOR).
It  features a cover  version  of  IKE  & TINA  TURNER's "Nutbush City
Limits".
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To  report  any  abusive,  obscene,  defamatory,  racist,  homophobic  or
threatening comments, or  anything that may violate any applicable laws,
please  send an  e-mail  to  bmouth@bellatlantic.net  with  pertinent  details.
Anyone posting such material will be immediately and permanently banned.
IP addresses are recorded to aid us in enforcing these conditions.
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COMMENT | Hate Nashville.....
posted by : muteassassin
9/26/2008 12:07:01 PM

But LOOOVVVVEEEEEE the pussy,

I am the CLIT Commander, I make that SHIT WORK!!!

COMMENT |
posted by : MuseumOfFear
9/26/2008 1:28:02 PM

Didn't I read that they broke up?

COMMENT | No
posted by : Neil Young's Cocaine Booger
9/26/2008 1:33:55 PM

they actually got a tour coming up.

COMMENT | NP rocks!
posted by : ianuck1977
9/26/2008 3:07:42 PM

Great band!!! I'll get the DVD for sure!!
"I wanna get a piece of ass" Classy!

COMMENT | fun, fun band live
posted by : lundtheconqueror
9/26/2008 4:42:33 PM

....seem them about 4 times, and each time I had a blast. Ruyter is
awesome.

COMMENT | NP = great fun live show
posted by : RiotAct666
9/26/2008 8:59:24 PM

will get the DVD.



COMMENT |
posted by : El Perro
9/27/2008 11:32:43 PM

I'm getting this

In order to post a comment, please log in first.
If you aren't signed up, sign up now.

BLABBERMOUTH.NET is run and operated independently of Roadrunner Records. The accuracy of
the information contained herein is  neither confirmed nor guaranteed by Roadrunner Records,
and the views and opinions of authors expressed on these pages do not necessarily state or
reflect those of Roadrunner Records or its employees.
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